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Kiiveaudio.com

1. Introduction

Inspired by 2 of the most iconic compressors / limiters made during the 50’s and
60’s, The ADC1 Compressor / Limiter gives you so much spank and gooey
compression, perfect for mix bus, slamming drums, vocals and so much more!
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2. Setup

2.1 Installation

For Mac users: The included installer should install the plugin’s VST, VST3, AU,
and AAX formats automatically, you may need to restart your DAW to see the plugin
listed.

For Windows users: You will have to manually move the plugin formats into
their respective folders. Common locations for each format are as follows:

VST:

C:\Program Files\VstPlugins

C:\Program Files\Steinberg\VstPlugins

C:\Program Files\Common Files\VST2

C:\Program Files\Common Files\Steinberg\VST2

VST3:

C:\Program Files\Common Files\VST3

AAX:

C:\Program Files\Common Files\Avid\Audio\Plug-Ins

If after restarting your DAW, you still don’t see the plugin listed, check your DAW’s
plugin folder settings, and be sure that is in the proper location for your software.
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2.2 Product Registration

When using the ADC1 Limiter for the first time, you will see the product
registration screen, and if you have not yet purchased a license, here is where you
can begin your trial period. Otherwise, enter your license key for the product and click
the icon to the right of the text box to finish registration and enjoy your new/old gear.

During trial mode you can still register at any time by clicking the REGISTER button in
the top bar, and opening the registration prompt from there.
After your trial ends you will go back to seeing the registration prompt every time
you open an instance, and you will have to register the product to continue.
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3. Controls
PRESETS selects one of the factory presets or Featured Artists
presets.

AUTO GAIN compensates for your INPUT level by adjusting the
OUTPUT level, so volume is consistent. On by default.

OVSMP sets the oversampling rate for ADC1, its default is Off, but
it can go up to 16x. Oversampling increases CPU usage but can
reduce aliasing.

Undo and redo can move back and forward in the history of
tweaks you’ve made to the controls.

A B switches between two saved states of the plugin, useful for
comparing changes.

Settings access the GUI resize control which changes the size
of the window from 75% to 150%. Defaults to 100%. As well as
check the version number and info on the plugin

Width adjusts the stereo image of the entire plugin.

MIX adjusts the wet / dry signal of the compressor.

Analog this toggles on and off an eq curve that when enabled
matches the modeled hardware.
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MODES switches between mono, stereo and mid / side versions of the plugin.

INPUT controls the input gain of the signal before it hits the compression stage.

COMP MODE toggles between “Out” (compressors are bypassed and you can use
the input to drive into saturation) “Comp 1” (the most subtle compressor, Prefect for
mastering or guitars) “Comp 2” (a more aggressive compressor perfect for drum
bus or vocals) “limit” (the most aggressive mode. Use this to slam drums, shave off
peaks on a mix bus or completely change the tone of your drum room mics).

SC HPF engages a detector circuit High Pass filter that can be set to: off, 40hz, 80hz,
120hz, 200hz, 320hz.

OUTPUT controls the output gain of the signal after it hits the compression stage.
Note: This control is set automatically when auto gain is enabled. Changing it
disables auto gain.

ATTACK controls the attack time of the compressor. Range is from fast - slow and is
a stepped control. the internal ms time response changes with each comp mode
(read more exact attack times after this section).

RELEASE controls the release time of the compressor. Range is from fast - slow and is
a variable control. the internal ms time response changes with each comp mode
(read more exact Release times after this section).
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CHN ON AND OFF Bypasses channel 1 and 2 (you will still get some harmonic
saturation when these are switched off so try using this setting and adjusting the
headroom knob to create different saturation from the “out” mode).

LINK links the left and right parameters on the GUI. (Stereo link and External sidechain
are coming in december)

POWER Bypasses the entire plugin.

4. Attack and Release

COMP 1: Attack ms:
1ms, 2.10ms, 3.76ms, 4.9ms, 7.84ms, 8.65ms, 11.60ms, 15.8ms, 19.78ms, 24.60ms, 50.0ms

Release ms:
45.6ms - 1000ms

COMP 2: Attack ms:
0.34ms, 0.89ms, 1.09ms, 2.9ms, 4.54ms, 6.15ms, 9.60ms, 11.8ms, 15.78ms, 18.10ms, 23ms

Release ms:
32ms - 897ms

LIMIT: Attack ms:
0.40ms, 0.92ms, 2.4ms, 3.66ms, 9.8ms, 17.34ms, 18.79ms, 21.54ms, 23.17ms, 35.4ms, 48.39ms

Release ms:
41.5ms -876.4ms
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5. Troubleshooting

1. Be sure to re-read through the Setup section of this manual just in case.
2. Check the Kiive Audio FAQ to see if your issue is already listed.
3. If not, contact support@kiiveaudio.com with your plugin version, the details of

the issue, and the steps to reproduce it.
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